This special issue of British Art Studies is focused upon international notions of "British sculpture" in the postwar period. I want to begin this short essay by questioning the stability of this descriptive category. With a networked world of international exhibitions and art magazines in the 1950s and 1960s (at least among the United States and Western Europe), do national categorizations still make sense? Medium distinctions are equally unstable, as major igures at this moment were producing paintings that aspired to the condition of objects and vice-versa.
The work of Anthony Caro demonstrates the problems with the label "British sculpture". While he is, of course, a British sculptor, his works-especially his painted steel sculptures from the 1960s-were until recently most often discussed in relation to American painters like Morris Louis and Kenneth Noland, as well as the American critics Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried. 1 By this logic, his Early One Morning from 1962 is as "American" as it is "British", considering its discursive position in the 1960s. Furthermore, Caro's work during the decade was sometimes shown with paintings in major international exhibitions, whether British or American, and not always with other sculpture. as well as a cover story in Arts Magazine, such publicity methods were clearly efective. While it was reported as a novelty story in the mass press, Hybrid nevertheless exposed in clear and explicit ways the repressed links between fashion trends, marketing, and the seemingly rareied realm of contemporary art. And if the American press can be considered its own space of exhibition, perhaps no sculpture was more visible in 1966 than that of Laing and Phillips.
Of course, the inished sculpture did not materialize from the data alone. Lawrence Alloway reported on the unavoidable arbitrariness of the process: "Laing and Phillips made drawings from the collated statistics, translating the results into visual form, and of course there were many possible variables of interpretation." 11 As Alex Taylor has recently noted, the realization of the sculpture was "laboriously manual", involving numerous sketches by the artists. 12 Phillips himself remembers that the computer calculations did not supply guide images. 13 As with the translation of an object, portrait, or environment into a photograph, then into newsprint, and inally into a Pop painting (like a Warhol or Laing), the voyage from compiled survey data to inalized sculpture involves the friction and "noise" of mediation and artistic choices. Laing and Phillips could have realized Hybrid in many diferent conigurations.
Hybrid functions on many levels-notably anticipating Hans Haacke's and Komar and Melamid's later work based upon polling data. 14 For the purposes of this essay, however, it raises two crucial issues about British sculpture in an international context in the 1960s. First, we see an explicit attempt to give form to mid-1960s Anglo-American tastes, especially with the project's focus on critics, curators, publishers, and collectors-those involved in what One could pack the computed aggregates of the survey in a folder and mail them anywhere for the consensus object to be produced, albeit with diferent results with each reconstitution. The project as a whole efects the dematerialized translation of an object into a code and then its realization back into an object. If the easily transportable materials of Conceptual art-its index cards, snapshots, and binders-would soon make international exhibitions easier to assemble, then Hybrid maintained a dialectical tension between a physical object and the weightless abstraction of data.
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